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REGISTER CASE YJITH HR

ERCASE NR: MCF/9S5

"r5/w7s

NOTICE OF NISCIPLihIARY hIEARIzuG

5 February 2015

Strategy Enablement & Cornmunicaticn

Visvanathan Pillay {lvan)

18UB4A4

You are hereby given notice to aitend a disciplinary hearing in terms of clause'l 0 of ihe
Discipiinary Code and Procedure.

:

,Charge 1: Dishonesty and i or contravention of legislaiion and Code of Conduct

;Charge 2: Contravention of legislalion and SARS recruitment poiicy
,

iCharge 3: Contravention of legislation and SARS procurement policy and I ar bringing the
i organisation's name into disrepute

rCharge 4: Contravention of legislation and Code of Conduct
:

:Charge 5: Dishonesiy and / or contravention of legislation and Code of Conduct

Charge 6: Dishonesty and / or contraveniion of legislation and Code of Concjuct

Charge 7: Contravention of the SARS Recruitment policy

Charge B: Dishonesty and / or contravention of legrslation and Code of Conduct

Charge 9: Dishonesty and / or corruption and / or contravention of legislation and Code of
Conduct

,Gharge 10: Dishonesty and / or acting in conflict of interest and 1 or contravention of
I legislation and Code of Conduct

The hearing willtake place on:

09HO0 HILTON HOUSE BOARDRCOM

lf you do not attend the hearing and cannot give reasonable grounds for faiiing io attend, ihe
hearing will be held in your- absence.

I- For SARS lnternal Use Only -
Prcprie tary and Coniidential lnformation

Effactive D ale: ?O1 2lO4
Versicn: 2.0

Description of ihe a nis of misconduct {See full delails in Annexure

20 FEBR.UARY 2O15
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Notice of drscrplinary hearing 
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You have the fol,owing rights:

' To be r-epresented by a feliow ernployee or a union representative of a recognised trade union:
" To ha,re reasonable access to documents and/or rnformation to prepare for the hearing;
r To be allowed reasonable iime off wilh full pay and benefits rc preoare for the hearing;t To have an inierpreter if so desired;I To present evidence on your beiralf in the form of documents or ihrough r.";iinesses:
r To cross examine witnesses of the employer;

' To, lf found guilty. presentanyrelevantcircumstances in mitigation in determining the disciplinary
sanction; and

I To apply for an Appeal againsl the outcome of the disciplinary hearing,

Initial oage
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2.

THE LEGAL FRAMEWORK

The Constitution

1. Section 199 of the SA Constitution determines that the security

services of the Republic consist of a single defence force, a single

police service and any intelligence services established in terms of

the Constitution.

Section 199(4) of the SA Constitution determines that these

securiiy ser.yices. including intelligence services, must be

structured and regulated by national legislation. To give effect to

the principles of transparency and accountabiiity, multi-pariy

parliamentary committees must have oversight of all security

services in a manner determined by national legislation or the rules

of Parliament. ln terms of s 199(5), these security services must act

and teach and require iheir members to act in accordance with the

SA Constitution and the law and, in terms of s 199(6), no member

of any security service may obey a manifestly illegal order.

Section 209 of the SA Constitution provides that any intelligence

service - other than any intelligence division of the defence force or

police service - may only be established by the President and only

in terms of national legislation. Each intelligence service must have

a head appointed by the President to assume political responsibiliiy

for the control and direction of the service. Section 210 states that

national legislation must regulate ihe objects, powers and functions

of the intelligence ser.vices and must provide for the co-ordination

of all intelligence service and ci'rilian monitoring oi those serrrices.

The National Strategic lntelligence Act 39 of 1994 ('NSl Act')

4. 'lntelligence' is defined in the NSI Act as any information obtained

and processed by a National lntelligence Structure for the purposes

of informing any government decision or policy-making process
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8.2.

7.
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carried out in order to protect or advance the national security, and
includes domestic intelligence. departmental intelligence and crime
inlelligence.

Domestic inielligence is defined as inteiligence on any internal

ihreat or poiential threat tc national security, Deparlmental

inielligence is defined as intelligence on any internal threat or
potential threai to national security which falls within the functions

of the department to state and includes the departmeniar needs of
those departments to neutralise such a threat. crime intelligence is

defined as 'intelligence used in the prevention of crime or to
conduct criminal investigations and to prepare evidence for ihe
purpose of law enforcement and the prosecution of offenders'.

The NSI Act assigns each intelligence function to a specific

government agency:

Section 2(1) says that it will be the function of the State Security

Agency ('SSA'), referred to in s 3(1) of the lntelligence Services

Aci 65 of 20A2 ('lSA Act') to gather, correlate, evaluaie and

analyse domestic intelligence and to conduct departmental

intelligence at the request of an interested deparlment of State.

The NSI Act determines in s 2(3) that it shall be the function of

the South African Police Service ('SAPS') to gather, correlate,

evaluate, co-ordinate and use crime intelligence in support of the

objects of the SAPS as contemplated in s 205(3) of the

Constitution.

in terms of s 3ii) of the llSl Act, if any law expressly cr by

implication requires any department of State other than the SSA io

perform any function with regard to the security of the Republic or

the combaiing of any threat to the security of the Republic, the law

shall be deemed to empower that department to gather

departmental intetligence and ta evaluate, correlate and interpret

such intelligence for the purpose of discharging such function. 1u.i.r_.L
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However. that section explicitly provides that if such departmental

intelligence is gathered by a department other than the SSA or- the

SAPS. it may not be gathered in a covert manner. 'Coveri

coilection' is deflned as the acquisition of any information which

cannot be obtained by overl means and for which complete and

continuous secrecy is a requrrement.

The Tax Administration Act 28 of 2A11 ('the TA Act') and the Customs

and Excise ,Act 91 of 1964 ('the CE Act')

B. The scope of ihe powers. duties and responsibilities of SARS

officials and employees ('SARS personnel') is comprehensively

regulated by the TA Act and the CE Act. The TA Acl inter alia -

8.1. sanctions the inspection. verification and audit of the financial

affairs of the occupant of premises (s 40);

8.2. legitimizes inter alia -

8.2.1.

8.2.2.

8.2.3.

a'>A

the inspection of premises in order to determine the

identity, tax-registration status and record-keeping of the

occupant (s 45 as read with s 40);

the examination of documents on such premises on ten

days' written notice to the occupant in question (s 48 as

read with s 40);

the granting, on application to court, of a warrant for the

search and seizure of material on such premises (s 59);

ihe conferring of a power on designated appointees lc

interrogate persons reasonably suspected of a failure to

discharge their tax liabilities (s 51).

9. The CE Act contemplates that the Commissioner may authorise an

employee of sARS to perform of any duty reiating to customs and

far-z-//\ .IXr i:: --. ,f/, )
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9.2.

10.

10.1 .

10.2.

I

excise by order. or with the concurrence of the Commissioner, The

duties under the CE Act include:

entering the premises for purposes of ihe CE Act 1with. or in

some circumstances, without a re,rarranl) in terms of s 4(a) of the

Act, and subject to s 4(b) to (d) of the CE Act.

where the purposes of the entry is to conduct a search of the

premises for goods, records or any other things in respect of

which an offence in terms of the CE Act is suspected to ha',ve

been committed or that n.tay be used as evidence for the

prosecution of an offence. a judge or magistrate may issue a

warrant for such a search if ii appears from informaiion on oath

that there are reasonable grounds for suspecting that an offence

in terms the Act has been committed.

Neither the TA Act nor the CE Act:

contemplates the gathering of any intelligence or the evaluation,

correlation and interpretation of such intelligence by SARS

officials;

requires SARS to perform any function with regard to national

security that would bring the functions of SARS officials within

the ambit of activities authorised by the NSI Act,

To the extent, however, that either the TA Act or the CE Act by

implication requires SARS to gaiher depafimental intelligence as

contemplated r,*rithin s 3 if the NSI Act, it prohibits ihe conduct of

any corrert intelligence gathering.

Nothing in the TA Act, CE Act, NSI Act or any other statute confers

a power on SARS personnel-

specifically, io subject persons, at any raie in the absence of

their knowledge and consent, io the bugging and tapping of

phones, the monitoring and evaluation of electronic information,

lqr
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12.2.

13.

13.1 .

13.2.

13.3.

13.4

13.5.

13.6.

13.7.

)

the tracking of vehicles and individuals, the use and payment of
informers. the recorcing and filming cf events and activlties or

similar acts of surveillance;

more generally, to per-form the investigative functions equivalent

to those of the SAPS, the SSA, the Directorate for priority

Crime lnvestigation (the Hawks), or similar crime preveniion or

intelligence agencies in a manner that is covert.

The Code of Conduct

The SARS Code of Conduct provides that a SARS official must:

honour the Constitution and abide by it in the execution of daily

tasks (Clause 6.2):

at all times act within the law and respect taxpayers' and iraders'

rights (Clause 4.5);

strive to be familiar with and abide by all applicable statutory

requirements and internal policies of SARS (Clause 6.5);

put the public interest first in the execution of daily duties (Clause

6.3);

when acting in an official capacity, must per-form his official

powers and duties in a fair and equitable manner and within the

ambit of the law (Clause 7.1.2);

endeavour to promote and maintain a high ie'vel of

professionalism and ethical behavicur (Clause 4.2i;

uphold, defend and enhance the reputation of SARS at all tirnes

(Clause 4.3);

be honest and accountable in dealing with SARS' ftrnds and

property and use SARS property and other resources effectively,

efficiently and only for authorised purposes without

:(M.
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13.'i0.
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13.12.

13.13.

13.14.

13.15.

14.1.

14.

(->

compromising the legitimaie expectations of the public (clause
9 7 and 15. i C):

co-operate with organs of state or instiiutions established under

legislation and the constitution in promoting the public inierest

and co-operative governance (Clause 6.6);

avoid making misleading statements to the prejudice of the

reputation of SARS to the legislature. executive, public, other

public servants or organs of state or colleagues (Clause 4.4):

when acting in an official capacity, noi be influenced to abuse his

authority in any manner (Clause 7.1.9)',

in the course of his official duties, report instances of an act

which constitutes an offence or which is prejudicial to the

interests of SARS (Clause 9.8);

when acting in an official capacity, recognise the public's right of

access to information (Clause 7.1 .10);

whether acting in an official or unofficial capacity, must not

behave in a manner that may compromise the official or cause

reputational harm to SARS (Clause 1A.2)',

unless specificaliy auihorised, not to make public statements or

speak or disclose information to the media or public regarding

any SARS related matter (Clause 10.5).

ln terms of clause 15 of the Code cf Conduct, even higher and

more comprehensi're siandards of professionalisrn and prooriety

are imposed on senior SARS personnel, notably to:

perform their duties and exercise their powers with the utmost

professionalism, diligence and honesty (Clause 15.1 );

fulfil all the obligations imposed on

the law (Clause 15.2);

them by the Constitution and

fu.,/., hx
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14"3.
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t +.4.

14.6.

14.7 .

15.

1F'1

15.2.

tE 2

15.4.

act in utmost good faith and in ihe best interests of good

governance iClause 1 5,3);

at all times uphold the reputation of SARS and avoid in any form

or manner causing reputational harm to SARS (Clause 1S,4)

act in all respecis in a manner that is consistent with the integriiy

of their office or SARS (Clause 1b.5);

not expose themselves to any situatron involving the risk of a

conflict between their official responsibilities and their private

interests (Clause 15.8); and

not make improper use of any allowance or faciiity or payment

properly made to them by SARS, or disregard the adminislrative

rules which apply to such allowances of facilities or payments

(Clause 15.1 1).

The Recruitment Policy

The SARS Recruitment Policy provides as fsllows:

All vacancies shall be planned in accordance with the annual

business planning cycle and funded accordingly(Clause 2.2 (a));

SARS shall use advertising, teasers, etc. as marketing tools for

the attraction of the required skills (Clause 2.3 (a));

The use of recruitment agencies shall be regarded as the last

means of sourcing candidates into the organisation. The use of

such agencies shall be considered when all others, j.e. internal

anC external sourcing meihods, ha.re failed {Clause 2.3 (b));

External candidates shall only be considered when it is proven

that there are no employeelemployees to be considered for

internal appointment (Clause 2.4 (b))',

w
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15.7 1.

15.7.2.

15.8.

15.9

1 5.1 0.

IJ

Advertisements in the media shall be centraily co-ordinated by

Coroorate HR (Clause 2 A {Q|

Ail acjvertisements shall reflectthe brandin-g and inrage of SARS

and shall be standardiseci accordingly. Vacancies shall be

advertised on the website for a minimum period of five (5)

working days (Clause 2.4 (d));

Selection of candidates shall be based on merit as per job

profile, and shall take into consideration the following factors

iClause 2.5):

lnterviews shall be conducied by interview panels that are

a representative of members from the functional

depaftment as well as Human Resources (Clause 2.5 (i));

The selection process shall take into consideration the

outcome of the foilowing factors(Clause 2.5 (iii)):

d.

LU.

c.

d.

lnterviews;
Psychometrrc assessments,
Pre-employment screening; and
Reference checks.

Reference checking shall be done by SARS before appointing

any external applicant into a position in the organisation. Only

references by previous supervisors i managers may be used

(Clause 2.7 {a))',

All prospective employees shall be subjected to a SARS pre-

empioymeni screening process (Clause 2.8 ia));

The general noiice period of thirty (30) days as a standard shali

apply for internal and external candidaies (Clause 2.10 (a));

Upon acceptance of employment ofrer, the candidate shall sign

ihe applicable contraci of employmeni as r:utlined in the

15.11.

o
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Personal Requisition Form (PRF), e.g. permanent. fixed term or

trainee (Clause 2.10 (b)); and

Aii netry entployees shall go through an induction p!'ocess y.,ithin

three (3) months cf their empioyment with the organisation

(Clause 2.11 (a)).

THE FACTUAL MATRIX

IO,

17.

By memorandum dated 2 February 2OA7, you sought and obtained

the permission of inter alia the Minister of Finance entitling SARS

to establish and fund a special investigative unit within the Nationai

lntelligence Agency.

Several days later, this proposal was overtaken by a decision,

initiated or supported by you, authorising the establishment within

SARS of a unit ultimately termed the National Research Grr:up

('NRG') under the leadership first of Andries Janse van Rensburg

('Skollie') and then Johann van Loggerenberg ('JvL').

ln due course, SARS formed the view that Skollie's appointment

was misconceived and SARS, principally represented by you,

decided to terminate his services. ln order to ensure his silence,

which he had threatened to compromise, you submitted to his

demand that he be given a severance payment of R3 million.

Foilowing the arrest of an irJRG operati,ye on charges of, rhino-lrorn

trafficking, an event that prompted significant media attention, the

NRG was 'disbanded' and replaced by a more streamlined version

of it termed the High Risk lnvestigation Unit ('HRIU') under JVL.

The HRIU was set up in a manner to ensure that it could conduct

iis intelligence gathering operations in complete and continuous

secrecy.

,47,
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20.

21 1

21.2.

21.2"1.

21.2.2.

21.2.3.

21.2.4.

?1 2.5.

21.3.

Throughout this period, the coverl units feli within the scope
your supervision and control and. by reason of this. lvere obliged

heed your instructions and report to you on their activlties.

During their existence, the NRG and the HRIU ('the covert units')

subjected persons suspected of signiflcant tax violations to

surveillance, investigation, and interrogations using covert and illicit

meihods. These covert and illicit means included and entailed the

following:

The establishmeni and existence of the units was kept secret, so

much so that the redeployed members of the NRG rvere led to

believe, by sham and pretence, that it had been completely

disbanded;

Members were -

recruited on the basis of their experience as underco,;er

agents;

not properly inducted into the structures of SARS,

paid out of special SARS accounts;

expected to provide, without recompense, their own

computer, telephonic and electronic equipment for use on

SARS work and authorized, in breach of SARS regulations,

io utilize it from home and outside SARS offices in the

course of iheir employment;

gi,ren, ai ieast initially, few if any of the fringe benefits

typically enjoyed by SARS personnel at their le,rel.

The identity of the members of the units was kept secret from

other SARS employees and the public at large;

ln order to preserve their secrei

were -

r0

of

to

lt.

21.4 status, members of the units
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21.4.1.

21.4.2.
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21.5.1.

z t.c.l.

21.6.

21.7.

21.8.

22"

required to work from honie:

expected to establish 'front' business or undertakings:

encouraged io develop opportunistic relationships with

informants and suspects;

Members v,/ere -
given information, tasks and feed-back on a 'need to know

basis:

kept in the dark on the outcomes and effect cf their

investigations:

Members were told that they should sever contact with ex-

members, Skollie in particular;

Members were, at least during the currency of the NRG, given

false SARS identity documents;

Members were provided with facilities, including undercover

surveillance equipment, and utilized these facilities to monitor

the movements of individuals, track vehicles, bug conversations,

tap telephones and cell phones, scan electronic equipment,

intercept and block communications and utilize and exploit

sources and informants.

By reason of the covert nature of ihe units, the information obtained

was unavoidably compromised and, not be admissible in legal

proceedings, could only be used to secure settlements thai, given

iis compromised status, were frequently weighted in favour of the

taxpayer.

Upon the appointment of Commissioner Moyane, you were asked

to provide information on such covert units as might exist within

SARS generally and the HRIU specifically, and the response you

made, when not constituiing a plea of ignorance or a bare dpnial'
/-/1/trHVX
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24.

25
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fell signiflcantly short of a candid and comprehensive disclosure of
the information that was or should have been in your possession.

Pension Fund entiilements

ln the period leading up io the 12 August 2A10, you exploited your

senior position within SARS to induce or persuade the quondarn

Commissioner, Oupa Magashula, to make an application for your

eariy retirement on full benefits that was coupled with re-

engagement on a fixed term contract of three years' duration.

ln consequence of the grant of the application, you received, at

SARS expense, a benefit equal to ihe fund contributions you r,,rould

otherwise have had to pay over the three-year period of your

contract ('the pension benefit').

to.

THE CHARGES

26.1.

26.2.

26.3.

First charge

ln initiating, endorsing, approving or managing the NRG and the

HRIU, you

knew that these units would have the purpose of acquiring

information which could not be obtained by overt means and

which required complete and continuous secrecy;

knew that they would be pursuing the illicit purposes and

employing the covert means referred to above;

alternati,rely, you ought reasonably to have knorlrn, from

information ai your dispcsal and reports that were rnade or

should have been made io you, of the said purposes and

means.

By encouraging alternatively failing to prevent the pursuit of such

purposes and the use of such means, you contravened or made

yourself party, either directly or indirectly, to a contravention of Vn4U,,
-\ lI/' \//)
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27.2

i3

the relevant iegislation. incruding the TA Act, the cE Act and NSI

Act as read with the Constitution: and

the sARS code of Good conduct, in padicular those clauses cf
ihe Code listed in paragraphs 13 ancj 14 above.

28.

Seconcl Charge

ln the process of initiating. endorsing, approving or managing the
NRG and HRlu. you recruited a number of personnel to be

employed in the unit without folloraring the SARS Recruitment
Pclicy.

ln so doing you placed SARS at risk in that the externar personner

so recruited may have not been properly screened and not

subjected to the SARS Oath Declaration of Secrecy and all

statutory confidentialiiy obligation applicable to all other SARS

employees in particular the relevant provisions of the TA Act, and

you also elevated SARS staff costs with over R106 million.

By acting in this manner, you contravened the TA Act and the

SARS Recruitment Policy, in particular the clauses of the

Recruitrnent Policy referred to in paragraphs 15.1,15.2, 15.4, 15.S,

15.7, 15.8, 15.9 and 15.12 as well as the PFM Act, thereby

cornmitting a wasteful and fruitless expenditure^

Third Charge

31. By employing the personnel with extensive rnilitary intelligency

background inio the unit, you expcseci SARS iinancially and

caused, endorsing or appraved exorbitant expenditure in iheir

recruitment and acquisition of equipment used by the unii without

following the SARS Procurement Poilcies and the TA Act. Thus

also bringing the SARS's name into disrepute.

29.

30.

4t\ ,/f1
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Fourth Charge

3t. You solicited and acquired the foliowing intelligence equipments for
use by the unit -

Thermal-Eve X200xp: A handheld, pocket-sized thermal

imaging carnera commonly used for target detection,

force protection, search and rescue. covert surveillance.

etc,

Armasiqht Discoverv 3x-SDi Gen 2+: A long-range night

vision observation device commonly used for perimeter

security and long-range surveillance; and

Mini Rad-D: A personal gamma radiation detectoripager

with a single switch that puts it into audible alarm mode,

vibrate alarm mode. or turns it off.

By so doing you contravened the Constitution, the Electronic

Communications Act, the National Strategic lntelligence Act, the TA

AC"I and the SARS Code of Conduct.

33.

Jl. t

Jl.l

52.J

Fifth Charge

1d. J

J4. t. I

34.1.2

34. By memorandum dated 2 February 2A07, you sought and obtained

the permission of inter alia the Minister of Finance entitling SARS

to establish and fund a special investigative unit within the National

lntelligence Agency,

you misdirected the funds sG approved and caused to be

purchased various equiprnents (some of the items being acquired

iltegally) to be used in furtherance of the covet activiiies of the unit.

Such equipment includes but not limited to:-

Cellphone Jammers;

Eavesdropping Equipment, tu,-- l{
f i' u-. r,*
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34.1.3

J+. t.4

34.1.5

Vehicle Trackers:

Night Vision Binocular; and

Covert Recording Equipments - lmplanled on car keys
and pens.

The equiprrent so acquired is in contraventions of various

legislations including the Constitution, the Electronic

Communications Act, the National Strategic lntelligence Act. the TA

ACT and the SARS Code of Conduct.

Ji.

Sixth Charge

36. Notwithstanding the memorandum dated 2 February 2OO7 where

you sought and obtained the permission of inter alia, the Minister of

Finance entitling SARS to establish and fund a special investigative

unit within the National lntelligence Agency, you deparled from the

terms and scope of the ministerial authorisation for the conduct of

the operations within the National lntelligency Agency.

By so doing, you misrepresented and misled the Minister of

Finance and SARS, you contravened the relevant legislations

including the TA Act, the CE Act, the NSI Act and the SARS Code

of Conduct.

Seventh Charge

You employed Mr. Yolisa Pikie and Sridharan Kesa,ran inio ycur

office wiih ihe 'rie'n of covertly furihering the affairs cf the itlRG anC

the HRIU.

By employing Mr. Yolisa Pikie and Sridharan Kesavan, you

knowingly disregarded the SARS Recruitment Policy, in particular

those clauses of the Policy referred io in paragraphs 15-.1, 15.2,

15.3, 1 5.4, 15 5, 15.6, 1 5.7 , 15,8, 15.9 and 15.12.

,'47,,\"W
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Eighth Charge

ln response to the questions asked by Cornmissioner Moyane, you

disavor,nred the existence of the covert units in full knowledge of the

fact that your response was untrue.

By misrepresenting the facts in this way, you contravened the TA

Act and the SARS Code of Good Conduct, in particular those

clauses of the Code referred to in paragraphs 13.8, 13.10 to 13.14,

and 14.1 to 14.7 above, and thereby tarnishing the trust

relationship which is cardinal for the continuation of an employment

relationship.

Ninth Charge

+2. By agreeing to pay Andries

severance payment of R3

justification in fact or law you

paying a bribe.

Janse van Rensburg ("Skollie") the

million for which there was no

rnade yourself party to corruption by

L? By acting in this manner, you contravened the TA Act and the

SARS Code of Good Conduct, in particular those clauses of the

Code referred to in paragraphs 13.8, 13.10 to 13.14, and 14.1 to

14.7 above, as well as the PMF Act on fruitless and wasteful

expenditure.

Tenth Charge

By soliciting the pension benefit and securing its grant of over

Ri.25 million, you obtainecl unduly, at the expense of SARS, an

increase in your remuneration package by acting in a manner

amounting to fraud and i or corruption that in conient was devoid of

justification or consideration.

By so aciing, you committed a breach of your duty of utmost good

faith to SARS and acted in conflict of interest.

44.
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46. Such conduct constituted a contravention -

46.1 . of the TA Act:

46.2. and the SARS Code of Good Conduct, in particular those

clauses of the Code i'eferred to in paragraphs 13.4, 13.6. .13,8,

^t4.1, i4.3 and i4.5 ta 14.7 above.

END
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